
SKYLINE SLOTTED TUBE SYSTEM PRODUCT DETAILS 

Slotted Tube System – is an aluminum extrusion with 4 slots and is lighter in weight to a comparable size of Steel 

Tube.  The slots in the tube provide for accessories to attach cleanly and because the slots run the length of the 

tube they can also be used for wire management.  Electrical cords tuck quickly and cleanly into the slot and are 

covered by long slim plastic covers, thus providing a clean finished look.   

The 4-way Slotted Tube is available in round, square and rectangular profiles in sections from 5.75” to 92” long. 

The slotted Tubes completely integrate with the steel Tube and hub components. 

 

Slotted Tube Accessories 

 

Shelves /Counters - Product shelves have been developed in both Plexiglas and wood. The large 

Plexiglas product shelves are frosted and come in three shapes (round, trapezoid and elliptical) and are 

3/8" thick Plexiglas.  

The wood product shelves also come in these three shapes with three different options: laminate with black T-edging, laminate 
with birch edging or painted granite. All shelves attach to the slot using the shelf bracket. In addition to several square and 
rectangular items, we have added several smaller-sized counters and shelves for kiosks and for merchandising smaller products. 

    

 

Monitor Mounts – the monitor mounts are similar on Tube Ultra as with Slotted tube but the LCD, Flat screen bracket 

mount to a nut plate in the Slot of the extrusion, and Tablet mounts attach with a special Slotted Tube/Tube Ultra bracket. 

A series of standard plasma mounts that will cover almost every screen from 32” to 61” up to 175 lbs. 

        

 



Baseplates - The base plates for the Slotted Tube System product line is 3" wide and is used 

for system stability in light weight applications, such as those where the added weight of a 
steel base plate is not necessary for the required stability. 

 

Merchandising and AV Accessories – Literature pockets, waterfall brackets, board graphic grippers, and laptop 

computer stations are some of the accessories that add to the functionality of the system. 

      

Product Integration - The Slotted Tube can connect to Steel Tube and Tube Ultra but it also connects to our 5 3/4" and 11 

1/2" single-sided SkyTruss® product at a 90°, Envoy®, Engage® and SkyRise® panel systems, Tapestry® fabric structures. 

 

Lights – A  number of different lights connect to Tube, and Slotted Tube system  with the use of integrated brackets. 

      


